Complete each sentence with the word **lose** or **loose**.

**Lose** is a verb meaning to misplace or no longer possess.
**Loose** is an adjective meaning not firm, not tight, not contained.

The soccer team does not want to _____ the match.

Set the dog _____. He shouldn’t be tied up.

The shoes are too big; they’re too _____.

Win or _____, this is the best game we ever played.

Dad wears his tie quite _____.

Don’t leave anything _____ on the car floor, or you might _____ it.

Find some _____ quarters and we’ll take them to the arcade.
Complete each sentence with the word **lose** or **loose**.

**Lose** is a verb meaning to misplace or no longer possess.  
**Loose** is an adjective meaning not firm, not tight, not contained.

The soccer team does not want to **lose** the match.

Set the dog **loose**. He shouldn’t be tied up.

The shoes are too big; they’re too **loose**.

Win or **lose**, this is the best game we ever played.

Dad wears his tie quite **loose**.

Don’t leave anything **loose** on the car floor, or you might **lose** it.

Find some **loose** quarters and we’ll take them to the arcade.